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RAMONA WRAY 

The Comedies 

This chapter argues that, across periods and media, Shakespeare's c~~e-
dies on screen constitute a significant body of work that cross-fernhses 
and interrelates. Adopting innovative templates for re-imagining 
Shakespeare's 'green world' and Mediterranean settings, screen comedies 
have found unlikely homes in blighted riverscapes, Oxbridge quadrangles 
and Californian suburbs. Scriptwriters have pursued imaginative routes 
through the distinctive syntax of the comedies, and there has been con-
siderable experiment here in terms of updating Shakespeare's language. 
Comedy is the screen genre where radical constructions of gender and 
sexuality are often expressed, filmmakers recognising in Shakespeare's 
comedies opportunities to explore the relationship between agency, voice 
and embodiment. The comedies on screen function to anticipate many of 
the themes and concerns energising recent criticism, and in this there is 
often a pronounced self-consciousness. Harking back to earlier screen 
experiments, the most recent Shakespearean comedies contemplate their 
own artifice and showcase strategies of revision dependent on a dense 
intertextuality. From carnivalesque constructions of the Renaissance to 
cult constructions of the American high school, Shakespeare's comedies 
on screen have helped to redefine the relationship between the dramatist 
and televisual/cinematic art. 

A Midsummer Night's Dream is very often the filmmaker's comedy of 
choice, but there is also a strong tradition of adapting As You Like It, Love's 
Labour's Lost, Much Ado About Nothing and The Taming of the Shrew. 
Many of the earliest screen outings confront what is representationally 
involved in imagining the 'green world' - that 'staged realm of escape, 
recreation and clarification' which is the 'locus of the encounter' in 
Shakespearean comedy/ In As You Like It (dir. Paul Czinner, 19

3
6), the 

country is envisioned as a retreat made up of majestic trees, sylvan glades and 
thatched cottages. By contrast, the court, lensed in dreamy long shots, is 
a shimmering, ethereal concoction adorned with water features, carved 
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stonework and distant vistas. But the film simultaneously points up (through 
the development of key properties) how these seemingly distinctive locations 
are interlinked. If, at the start, fences separate Orlando (Laurence Olivier) 
and Oliver (John Laurie), and gates keep the populace at bay during the 
wrestling match, by the close these features are means of connection, the final 
scene revealing country swains and court officials moving through now open 
gates in a massed gesture of accord. Very different in conception is the later 
British independent feature As You Like It (dir. Christine Edzard, 1992). The 
film's aesthetics have little to do with the play's situation but are influenced 
by contemporary screen outings, such as Oliver Stone's Wall Street (1987). 
Accordingly, the adaptation unfolds in a grimy metropolis amid the world of 
finance (the corporate court is distinguished by plate glass, chandeliers, 
mirrors and see-through doors). Rosalind (Emma Croft) is transported not 
to a pastoral Arden but to an urban waste scarred by polythene tents and 
camp fires on the banks of the Thames. This is a dystopian parable, then, and 
anti-pastoral motifs are purposefully political. Images of the blighted water-
side constitute a critique of Thatcher's Britain and spell out a narrative of 
national decline. Uniquely, the adaptation offers a downbeat conclusion. 
Decorative details of wasteland plastic (as clothes and curtains) in the final 
scenes suggest worlds which remain at odds with each other; yellowish 
lighting implies a sickly and polluted atmosphere; and repeated two-shots 
(shots in which the frame is occupied by two persons only) of couples talking 
together over the credits point up a divisive process and individuals who have 
not yet been integrated. A very different but still bold imaginative transposi-
tion is at work in As You Like It (dir. Kenneth Branagh, 2006). Set in 
a 'dream' of Japan, at the moment when the nation 'opened up for trade 
with the West', the film trades in signifiers such as a cross-dressed kabuki 
performer, a temple, cherry blossom, silk screens and raked gardens. 
Crucially, the film transmogrifies the court and country dialectic by empha-
sising the interpenetration of east and west. Dominating the production is 
Rosalind (Bryce Dallas Howard) who, brown peaked cap and rustic jerkin 
notwithstanding, is discovered as at home in the Japanese pastoral. Bringing 
to mind the journey to a 'place of escape' traditionally associated with the 
Shakespearean comedy, the coiling, walkway of reeds reveals a Rosalind 
anxious to learn from new cultural experiences. 2 The journey leads to 
Rosalind's donning of a kimono for her wedding and to a moment of 
communitas that affirms an instructive interaction between cultures: the 
camera's panning over mixed character groupings ratifies the meeting 
between east and west (costumes are traditionally European and Japanese) 
and makes a virtue of difference. Across all three examples, filmmakers adopt 
increasingly innovative templates for mediating the court/country contrast 
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underpinning As You Like It, and, as they do so, the pursuit of new horizons 
is given strikingly visual and kinetic emphasis. 

With adaptations that do not face the challenge of representing the 
'green world', the need for bold imaginative transpositions is not as 
acute. Earlier productions of The Taming of the Shrew tended to point 
up an ornate Renaissance landscape. The earliest 'sound' adaptation, The 
Taming of the Shrew (dir. Sam Taylor, 1929), situates Petruchio (Douglas 
Fairbanks) and Katharina (Mary Pickford) amidst a grand environment 
filled with arched colonnades, twisting streets, decorated columns and 
ornate cathedrals, a sumptuous concoction of sixteenth-century suggestive-
ness. This is one of the first film adaptations that playfully delays 
Katharina's entrance. (A pronounced sense of a capricious, uncontrollable 
disposition is created as furniture is thrown from a room, doors slam and 
nervous servants rush up and down stairs.) The film's noisy domestic 
business works to dramatise the play's conflictual dynamics, while the 
positioning of Katharina's bedroom in the mise-en-scene - at the top of 
the magisterial staircase - suggests a space to be conquered by the athletic, 
roistering Petruchio. Indeed, Katharina is consistently shown against inter-
iors such as rich wall hangings and patterned friezes: to win the 'shrew' 
means enjoying the property and wealth with which she is associated. 
Franco Zeffirelli's later film adaptation of The Taming of the Shrew 
( I 9 67) also provides much to savour in its construction of a Renaissance 
'Padua'. The camera's gaze settles on Petruchio's sensually appealing cas-
tle, undulating alleyways with quaint cobbles and brickwork, abundant 
greenery and laden orange-trees. Bathed in a surreal light, the setting blurs 
the boundaries between theatrical and filmic realms, enlisting an ideal of 
the Renaissance culled from play and painterly traditions and fired by 
those ideas of popular festivity and inversion associated particularly with 
the comedies. During the opening cathedral service, the soberly dressed 
undergraduates suddenly tear off their dun attire to reveal colourful carni-
val costumes beneath, vertiginous camerawork reinforcing how the solemn 
mass cedes place to jubilant misrule. Against such polarities the drama of 
Katharina (Elizabeth Taylor) and Petruchio (Richard Burton) plays out, 
their private battles finding a correlative in the holiday disorder beyond. In 
both the Taylor and the Zeffirelli adaptations, we are encouraged to spot 
parallels with 'real-life' couples - Pickford and Fairbanks, caught in 
a foundering marriage, and Burton and Taylor, known in the tabloids of 
the time as the 'Battling Burtons'. The process accords with what Douglas 
M. Lanier identifies as a filmic tendency to treat the play not as a tale of 
male dominance but as one of 'two strong-willed lovers forging a romantic 
modus vivendi'. 3 Zeffirelli in particular makes much of the celebrity status 
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of his Katharina; in typically operatic fashion, her spectacularly dressed 
body eclipses all else in the extravagant frame. These are productions, then, 
that trade on a rich mix of celebrity, masculine bravado, bodily splendour 
and aesthetically arresting expressions of the 'Renaissance', animating and 
invigorating the Shakespearean comic narrative in the process. 

Zeffirelli's influence on how Shakespearean comedy continues to be 
translated on screen is apprehended both in what have become conven-
tions in comedic characterisation (Richard Burton's rough, ready and 
sexualised Petruchio prepares the way for Damian Lewis' similarly ima-
gined Benedict in the 'Shakespeare Re-Told' 2005 Much Ado About 
Nothing) and in the popularising tendencies that have been furthered by 
later filmmakers. In common with Zeffirelli, for instance, Branagh casts 
internationally renowned names in his Shakespeare films and prioritises 
a shooting style premised on accessibility, vigour and pace. Above all, 
Branagh popularises Shakespeare's comedies on screen by threading 
through his interpretations the celebratory impulse traditionally seen as 
central to Shakespearean comedy, the move to 'harmony and reconcilia-
tion' that articulates a collective 'wish-fulfilment'.4 In Branagh's As You 
Like It, for example, the spectacle of rain falling gently on a lush parkland 
decorated with prayer flags suggests reconciliation is accompanied by 
a general blessing and benediction. Similarly, in Much Ado About 
Nothing (dir. Kenneth Branagh, 1993), a festive momentum is maintained 
through what Mark Thornton Burnett terms 'structural splittings', scenes 
being cut across by other scenes, the effect of which is to accelerate 
movement. 5 As part of his heritage-influenced re-imagining, Branagh 
makes of the masque a set-piece. In this flame-lit, nocturnal episode, 
animated by laughter, applause, screams and fire-eaters, the camera 
focuses on intimate groups framed by dancers and the chapel beyond, 
a reminder of the nuptial narratives on which the action hinges. With its 
strategic alternation between close-ups and establishing shots of mask-
wearing celebrants, the sequence translates Leonato's cue - 'The revellers 
are entering' ( 2. 1. 70) - into a wonderfully theatrical moment. In keeping 
with its buoyant outlook and sun-soaked Tuscan setting, Much Ado About 
Nothing culminates in a choric rendition of 'Hey Nonny Nonny'. The 
lushly orchestrated score and spectacle of couples twirling happily -
affirmed by the craning camera's dizzying shot - argue forcefully for the 
value of a joyous, communal initiative. But achieving the communion and 
consensus demanded by festivity can also mean that the 'melancholy ... 
complications', as Gary Waller terms them, of some Shakespearean 
comedies need to be excised. 6 If the conclusion of Love's Labour's Lost 
unconventionally defers sexual consummation (as registered in its 
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unprecedented, unresolved ending), Branagh's 2000 adaptation of the play 
makes up for what is deemed lacking. So, following upon a breakneck run-
through of World War II via fictive interpolations and stock footage, 
Love's Labour's Lost ultimately presents viewers with a montage of 
D-Day in which the celebrations surrounding the now reunited couples 
function as a response to Shakespearean generic anomalousness. In this 
moment, Branagh rewrites Shakespeare to bring the comedies into line 
with linear narratives of cinematic romance. 

Although Branagh's As You Like It follows the template of his earlier 
films in concluding with a confetti-strewn assembly of ebullient dancers, it 
is not a typical cinema release. As You Like It was funded by HBO 
essentially as a work for television, an indication both of contemporary 
screen developments and of the increasing kudos of television as a vehicle 
for the transmission of Shakespearean comedy. Television, of course, has 
long been attracted to Shakespeare, but rarely with such a comedic focus 
as in 'Shakespeare Re-Told', BBC's 200 5 series of play adaptations, three 
out of four of which (A Midsummer Night's Dream, Much Ado About 
Nothing and The Taming of the Shrew) are comedies. Finding inspiration 
in commercially successful youth-oriented adaptations of As You Like It, 
The Taming of the Shrew (Ten Things I Hate About You [dir. Gil Junger, 
1999]), and Twelfth Night (She's the Man [dir. Andy Pickman, 2006]), the 
'Shakespeare Re-Told' season largely jettisons the Shakespearean lan-
guage, replacing it with modern vernacular. Jennifer Hulbert, Kevin 
J. Wetmore Jr and Robert L. York suggest that 'teen Shakespeare' emerges 
from the 'popularization of Shakespeare in ... mass media' and a more 
general dismantlement of 'perceptions of the "classical'". 7 And the same 
can be said for 'Shakespeare Re-Told': these adaptations extract symbolic 
capital from a purposeful debunking of Shakespeare which takes place in 
the same moment as an affirmation that comedies are relevant to, and 
resonate with, an alternative demographic. In their use or rather non-use 
of Shakespearean language, the 'Shakespeare Re-Told' comedies go much 
further than earlier screen outings. While an earlier strategy might have 
been to add to and approximate (the credit line in the 1929 The Taming of 
the Shrew, for example, specifies 'William Shakespeare with additional 
dialogue by Samuel Taylor', and several quasi-Shakespearean lines are 
interpolated), the general rule, following Zeffirelli, is for directors ruth-
lessly to amputate and truncate text, replacing it instead with physical and 
visual business. Yet a more complex linguistic negotiation is taking place 
in 'Shakespeare Re-Told'. In Much Ado About Nothing, for example, 
Benedict's rationalisation of his change of heart and his decision to broad-
cast his feelings ('There'll be some fun at my expense, of course ... [But] 
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love is just one of those things a man grows into ... like jazz or olives') 
brings the anterior te.x"t explicitly and playfully to mind ('I may chance to 
have some odd quirks and remnants of wit broken upon me ... but doth 
not appetite alter? A man loves the meat in his youth that he cannot 
endure in his age' [2.. 3.223-7]). Via such substitutions, the adaptation 
both comically flirts with and gestures to its precursor. Encouraging 
identification of the 'original', it issues reminders of Shakespeare in the 
interests of advertising and e..xcusing its own translating procedures. The 
strategy is not dissimilar to those adaptations set in an American high 
school. In Ten Things I Hate About You, for example, Shakespeare is 
referenced in the recommendation of the teacher ('Shakespeare knew his 
shit'), while his language is echoed in Kat/Katharina's (Julia Styles) verna-
cular retelling of Sonnet 141 ('I hate the way you talk to me'), a set-piece 
moment that emphasises her creative centrality and self-consciously 
indexes the film's distinctive title. 

Shakespeare-in-the-high-school films overtly subscribe to youth identi-
fiers - schoolkid pranks, teenage romance, homework, parties and object-
ing parents (whose roles are correspondingly amplified). In 
contradistinction, finding contemporary inspiration in popular television 
drama such as Cold Feet and This Life, 'Shakespeare Re-Told' primarily 
anatomises the 'thirty-something' experience, mediated in terms of careers 
and lifestyle. Filmed with hand-held camera and subscribing to a realist 
shooting style, the 'Shakespeare Re-Told' Much Ado About Nothing fills 
out the backstory implicit in Shakespeare's play via a retrospective inset -
dated three years previously- in which Benedict is shown ditching Beatrice 
(Sarah Parish) via text. Now paired as co-anchors on a daytime television 
show (as Leonard [Martin Jarvis], the programme controller, puts it, 'the 
frisson is what the public wants to see'), they bitch and squabble as the 
adaptation homes in on the realities of later life romance. Similarly, the 
'Shakespeare Re-Told' The Taming of the Shrew concentrates much more 
exclusively on thirty-something singletons, Petruchio (Rufus Sewell) and 
Katherine (Shirley Henderson). Initially, the two appear an unlikely match. 
The hasty marriage is explained in the light of career, media and gender 
pressures; if Katherine were to marry, it is suggested, she would become the 
prime candidate for the party leadership because her married status would 
attract the favourable voter response not allowed the single woman. 
Referencing professional lives and work-life balance, and replacing the 
tensions of the Shakespearean family with friends and work colleagues, 
'Shakespeare Re-Told' finds comic mileage in focusing erotic energy on 
a mature couple, with the features of the rest of the Shakespearean play 
shrinking back accordingly. 
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The emphasis in 'Shakespeare Re-Told' on the gendered and often sexist 
nature of the contemporary workplace recalls the ways in which patriarchal 
rule has been interrogated in recent critical work. Certainly, criticism's 
tendency has been to note the ways in which the plays foreground eloquent 
and self-determined women players, to the extent that the comedies as 
a whole have come to represent sites for a 'radical renegotiation' of the 
'sex-gender system'. 8 In this connection, screen adaptations of the comedies 
have proved predictive, a stress on the position of women and the construc-
tion of gender being self-evident from the earliest adaptations. In The 
Taming of the Shrew (1929), Katharina's garb - a feathered black hat, 
a whip, high-heeled boots and earrings - announces her resistance to the 
normative, and this is reinforced via shots of her appearing ill-at-ease in more 
conservative attire (such as the white wedding dress). Other adaptations 
mediate gendered concerns through realisations of the inhibiting nature of 
the woman's milieu. Zeffirelli's The Taming of the Shrew is typical: repeat-
edly focusing in glorious close-up on Taylor's famous violet eyes, the camera 
establishes how Katharina's efforts at visual independence are socially lim-
ited. After her marriage is announced, for example, Katharina is discovered 
struggling to see through a tiny stained-glass porthole above a door, and the 
fact that she is forced to climb up to locate it, and the jumble of colours that 
the window casts on her face, point to a form of domestic imprisonment. In 
an extension to the idea, Branagh's Much Ado About Nothing gives voice to 
the freedoms Kate is looking for, showing a woman in command of her social 
and cultural domain. Before the opening credits, Beatrice's (Emma 
Thompson) solitary voiceover rendition of 'Hey Nanny Nanny' is experi-
enced in a moment of revision: a woman authorises a process of textual and 
ideological appropriation. What has been termed Beatrice's 'iconoclastic 
voice', moreover, is given a verbal and material form, particularly when we 
see her recital from a book enrapturing her picnic party - in this adaptation, 
at least, female authority is achieved.9 

As well as centralising the female characters, critical work on Shakespeare's 
comedies has highlighted the 'blurring of sexual difference ... [characters] 
who are desired as both man and woman' and the ideological freight of acts of 
cross-dressing. 10 Again, an understanding of gendered identities as alternately 
emancipating and destabilising informs the earliest screen examples. Czinner's 
1936 As You Like It shows a heroine whose clothes release expressions of 
desire. Playing Rosalind, Elisabeth Bergner, sporting puffed sleeves and 
a cloak, jumps, laughs, skips, cajoles and provokes. As Shakespeare's cross-
dressed heroine holds her arms aloft, hugs trees and offers instruction, it is 
clear that her swapping genders has proved enabling. Trevor Nunn's Twelfth 
Night (1996), which deploys a heritage model (featuring a nineteenth-century 
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ancestral pile and turn-of-the-century costumes) to bespeak a high Victorian 
moment, pushes further the playful dimensions of gender change. The ship-
board prologue figures Viola (Imogen Stubbs) and Sebastian (Stephen 
Mackintosh) as entertainers in a concert party. Initially, the twins are repre-
sented in oriental attire as women from a harem, yet, after the voices separate 
into soprano and baritone, and the veils are torn aside to reveal mutually worn 
moustaches, gendered affiliations are thrown into disarray. The accompany-
ing song - a version of 'O mistress mine, where are you roaming?' (2.3.37-
51) - appears as a reflection on the predicament of gender. Because the film 
foregrounds the idea of masquerade, male and female roles are matters of 
enactment, and transvestism is seen as a form of liberation. Spinning on cross-
dressing, the 'Shakespeare Re-Told' The Taming of the Shrew discovers 
a morning-suited Petruchio who breaks down, confessing, 'I can't do it ... 
not dressed like this ... There's something she needs to know about me'. 
A quick cut reveals a modern-day coming out - the inebriated Petruchio 
arriving at church dressed in a leather skirt, fishnet stockings and high heels. 
The updating of a Shakespearean convention works multiply, nodding to the 
play's Induction while putting into contemporary parlance debates around 
trans-gender identity. The switch is facilitative, complicating the play's repre-
sentation of Petruchio (in 3.2) as a 'mean-apparelled ... eyesore'. 

As the Four Weddings and a Funeral-style wedding in The Taming of the · 
Shrew confirms, the 'Shakespeare Re-Told' season trades on a series of very 
English settings - country piles, the west country, London, the Houses of 
Parliament, and, in the case of A Midsummer Night's Dream, a Butlins-
style leisure complex. In contrast is the film adaptation, Much Ado About 
Nothing (dir. Josh Whedon, 2012), which also draws on discourses about 
thirty-something romance but which lends the formula a specifically 
American feel. Making of the plot an extended weekend house party, 
and elaborating a twenty-first century commentary on commitment-phobic 
men and romantically disappointed women, Whedon exploits the associa-
tions of a Santa Monica setting with sharp shots of polished limousines, 
steaming jacuzzi tubs and glimpses of palatial residences. (Filming took 
place in the director's own home, and the black-and-white palette affirms 
the work's art-house credentials.) Even if the film brings Messina to mind 
in exterior glimpses of intricately organised gardens and isolated Italianate 
architectural details, this is a resolutely southern Californian Shakespeare, 
full of sunny natural light, slick clothing and casual culture. Suiting the 
conceit, Much Ado About Nothing registers a sense of a professionally 
intimate and socially assured community in the high-end party-carnival 
mode, complete with acrobats, cocktails, bespoke cup-cakes and designer 
phones. The last are crucial props via which plots are hatched, criminals 
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filmed, conversations overheard and news received. The emphasis on the 
phone rather than the report encapsulates how technology is increasingly 
privileged as a newly credible way to translate Shakespeare's situational 
comedy. Similarly facilitated by technological advancement is the 
'Shakespeare Re-Told' Much Ado About Nothing in which a CC1V system 
and a television studio are the plausible - and hugely entertaining sites -
for Petruchio's eavesdropping and gulling. In Whedon's film, surveillance 
and architecture also go together, as in the frequent enlistment of windows 
and mirrors: characters hide behind them or look into them, highlighting 
motifs of spectatorship, looking and scrutiny. Such properties are integral 
to the mobile filming method, as the camera floats effortlessly through 
interlocking spaces, eavesdropping on events from a balustrade, spying on 
intrigues in the making. 

Whedon is typical of the ways in which screen adaptations follow 
Renaissance theatrical practice in their predilection for casting well-
known comedians in key comic roles. In his Much Ado About Nothing, 
Nathan Fillion plays Dogberry, and, in common with other members of 
the cast, had previously participated in a number of Whedon's television 
productions (Firefly and Buffy the Vampire Slayer). Similarly, standing in 
for Shakespeare's clowns Richard Tarlton, Wil Kemp and Robert Armin 
are the likes of Michael Keaton (Dogberry in Branagh's Much Ado About 
Nothing) and Griff Rhys Jones (Touchstone in Edzard's As You Like It). 
Making Shakespeare accessible is a priority for the comic actor, and, in 
a film such as Branagh's Much Ado About Nothing, Dogberry's painfully 
enunciated delivery, complete with comic pauses, of a line such as 'Write 
down "Master Gentleman Conrad'", bespeaks that film's commitment to 
delivering on the language's comic potential. The same can be said for 
Whedon's Much Ado About Nothing in which many familiar expressions 
are gloriously revisited. These range from Beatrice's injunction to 'follow 
the leader', which results in a conga, to Benedict's promise that he will 
'draw' his 'wit' (he produces a gun). Several lines, traditionally cut, are 
reintroduced, including Claudio's 'I'll hold my mind, were she an 
Ethiope' ( 5 .1. 3 8 ), included to reflect pejoratively on the character's 
insensitivity. The moment suggests that an unsayable and unacceptable 
moment in Shakespearean comedy can now be revisited, albeit in 
a context which is explicitly and rightly condemnatory. 

Linguistic experiment aside, much of the meaning of Whedon's Much 
Ado About Nothing is communicated via music. The film's soundtrack, 
with an emphasis on percussion, strings and keyboards, makes itself felt 
most obviously in two songs, 'Heavily' and 'Sigh No More', which, com-
bining male and female vocals in the delivery of Shakespearean lyric, 
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suggest the male-female conflicts at the heart of the play while also estab-
lishing overlapping notes of sadness, yearning and amatory excitement. In 
doing multiple duty, the soundtrack to the film follows in the footsteps of 
those screen comedies which have lent heavily on non-diegetic scores both 
to establish mood (alternating electronic flutes and strangulated oboes in 
Edzard's As You Like It accentuate the film's sombre undertow) and to 
assist in characterisation (the 'Shakespeare Re-Told' Much Ado About 
Nothing opens with the Tom Jones song, 'Love is like candy on a shelf, / 
You want to taste and help yourself', which points up a distinctive stress 
on the self-absorbed, career-minded lovers). In its most sustained applica-
tion, as Branagh's Love's Labour's Lost exemplifies, music is fully - die-
getically - integrated, explicitly substituting for language. Reworking the 
play as a Hollywood musical, and gesturing to other Shakespearean adap-
tations conceived originally as stage musicals, Branagh situates the action 
of the play in the 1930s, privileging an 'Oxbridge' setting with a library, 
quadrangle, riverside and garden. Predominantly, the tone is reflective -
the sense that that this idyllic moment is about to pass is reflected in 
musical numbers such as Jerome Kern's 'The Way You Look Tonight' 
and newsreels that contemplate the imminence of war. The lyrical wit of 
songs from the 1930s and 1940s is entirely at home in an adaptation 
geared towards approximating comic wit. So, when Berowne (Kenneth 
Branagh), contemplating love's elemental power, concludes, 'And when 
love speaks, the voice of all the gods / Make heaven drowsy with the 
harmony' (4.3.320-1), the film slips into a joint performance of Irving 
Berlin's 'Cheek to Cheek', with its celestial refrain, 'Heaven, I'm in 
Heaven'. In this sense, Love's Labour's Lost directs attention to its own 
adaptive procedures, highlighting the challenges of finding correlatives for 
comedy, the gains of situating the play in a new generic medium, and the 
intertextual ramifications of privileging song over text. 

The intertextuality that Love's Labour's Lost summons via music is 
enriching in that it draws on associations between comedy and the 'metadra-
matic self-consciousness' of the Shakespearean stage - the ways in which 
'stage realism' can become not so much a 'limitation' but, instead, 
a 'strength, an opportunity to suggest multiple layers of meaning'. I I On 
screen, the specific manifestation of the metatheatrical (the meta-filmic or 
the meta-cinematic) works in additionally generative fashion. Engaging here 
is the epilogue to Czinner's As You Like It: self-consciously headed 
'Epilogue', the sequence reveals Rosalind, through trick photography, alter-
nating in her costume, one moment in a wedding dress, one moment in rustic 
garb. The switching and swapping evoke both the character's divided history 
and point up the playfulness the film, through the actress, has made available. 
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In the Taylor adaptation of The Taming of the Shrew, Katharina/Pickford 
turns slyly to camera to wink after the seemingly 'straight' rendition of the 
wifely obedience speech. This knowing gesture introduces an ironic discre-
pancy, a rupture to the codes of the genre, and a suggestion of audience-
character collusion. At the close of Nunn's Twelfth Night, there is a variation 
on the manoeuvre, with Feste (Ben Kingsley) leaving the stately home in an 
autumnal mist and proceeding to a cliff overlooking the ocean to deliver, 
direct to camera, the last line of his song, 'And we'll strive to please you 
every day'. Both the repetition of 'every day', and the purposeful breaking of 
the fourth wall, affirm the continuing work of Shakespearean reinvention. 
An extended concluding sequence in Branagh's As You Like It goes even 
further, confronting and exposing the materiality of filmmaking. Rosalind 
delivers her epilogue as she traverses a modern car park thronged by assis-
tants, technicians and camera crew - the production personnel make visible 
the back-stage work on which the adaptation depends. Multiple kinds of 
dissolution are brought to bear on the sequence, with glimpses of a curtain 
and a stylised painting of the happy couples intimating the dismantlement of 
the film's world. In this transition from one order to another, the director 
flags up what is involved in the creative process. As You Like It is the only one 
of Branagh's Shakespeare films in which he does not appear, except in audio 
cameo as the director exclaiming 'And cut!'. The delicious blur here between 
practice and product brings into play the histories of the comedies on screen. 
It demonstrates the extent to which Shakespearean comedy thrives in screen 
media and the ways in which screen media have in turn have made 
Shakespearean comedy their own. In this winningly comedic moment, the 
power of the play - and the filmmaker - is applauded at the same time as the 
possibilities of the art form are celebrated. 
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